Our kiddie rides are made with the highest quality materials to ensure product longevity and safety. They have attractive features making them some of the most popular and best earners in the industry. All of our kiddie rides feature:

- 110/220V Operation
- Operates on 1 to 5 Coins
- Push Button SFX
- Plays Music
- LED Lights
- Programmable Ride Time
- Perfect for 2 to 8 yr olds
- CE Certification

Crated/shipping weights are not included in dimensions.

SKU# BGFC-001

Amazing Sports Car

**Motion:** Back to Front
Seats 2 Children
Available in Yellow or Red
L 75” W 51” H 37” | Wt: 265 lbs

SKU# BGFC-088

Fighter Jet

**Motion:** Up and Down
Seats 1 Child
Available in Green or Blue
L 77” W 51” H 51” | Wt: 287 lbs

SKU# BG-007RR

Retro Rocket

**Motion:** Side to Side
Seats 2 Children
Flame LEDs & Gel-Coated Fiberglass
L 80” W 54” H 42” | Wt: 230 lbs

SKU# BGFC-093

Ladybug

**Motion:** Side to Side
Seats 2 Children
L 80” W 54” H 42” | Wt: 230 lbs

www.BarronGames.com
SKU# BGFC-016
**Flower Bee**
**Motion:** Circular, Up and Down  
Seats 1 Child  
L 51” W 34” H 49” | Wt: 176 lbs

SKU# BGFC-094
**Jumping Frog**
**Motion:** Circular, Up and Down  
Seats 2 Children  
Safety Harness  
L 72” W 59” H 94” | Wt: 485 lbs

SKU# BGFC-081
**Super Helicopter**
**Motion:** Up and Down  
Seats 2 Children  
L 73” W 35” H 70” | Wt: 287 lbs

SKU# BGFT-004
**Mini Steam Train**
**Motion:** Circular on Track  
Seats up to 4 Children  
Diam: 236” H 118” | Wt: 1102 lbs

SKU# BGFC-050
**Enchanted Forest Train**
**Motion:** Circular on Track  
Seats up to 4 Children  
Diam: 148” H 106” | Wt: 1100 lbs

SKU# BGFC-095
**Classical Train**
**Motion:** Circular on Track  
Seats 1 Child  
Emergency Stop Sensor  
L 75” W 60” H 60” | Wt: 265 lbs

SKU# BGFL-002
**Classic Carousel**
**Motion:** Up, Down, and Circular  
Seats up to 3 Children  
Diam: 89” H 108” | Wt: 705 lbs

sales@barrongames.com